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SITUATION

An estimated 10% of the U.S. adult population has chronic kidney 

conditions making the demand for medical professionals with renal 

experience high. The company felt this challenge when their fill rates 

weren’t keeping pace with their rapid growth.  

They had been using third-party search firms to fill positions but had 

inconsistent contract terms and fees ranging from 15 to 30%. And, 

without an ability to measure the performance of their third-party or 

TA recruiters, they could not systematically increase their success.

GOALS

• Ensure contract compliance with third-party search firms.

• Understand and implement appropriate fee structures.

• Consolidate payment for search firms to eliminate

administrative burden.

• Gain transparency into total third-party search firm spend.

• Get meaningful and timely data on the performance of third-

party and internal recruiters.

Scout helps kidney care 
company remedy issues 
with search firms

COMPANY
As one of the nation’s 

largest kidney care 

businesses, this Fortune 

500 company employs 

more than 70,000 

people and is committed 

to providing integrated 

care to help people 

better manage their 

medical conditions.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

By bringing Scout into their Talent Acquisition process, the kidney 

care company:

• Consolidated all third-party search firms into one contract, 

ensuring compliance. 

• Gained valuable visibility into program data and reporting, allowing 

them to accurately measure third-party search firm performance. 

• Gained transparency into their third-party search firm spend.

• Consolidated all search fees into one invoice, reducing their internal 

administrative burden. 

• Reduced search costs through Scout’s ATS integration which 

eliminated paying for duplicate candidates.

• Received timely, accurate ratings to measure the performance of 

third-party search firm and internal TA recruiters.

BONUSES

• Received a 90-day, money-back guarantee on new hires made 

through Scout.

• Increased their Tier-One diversity spend, as Scout is an MBE.

• Installed and used Scout at no cost.
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“Scout has exceeded 

our expectations. 

The Scout market-

place has helped 

connect us with 

specialized recruit-

ers who’ve brought 

in great candidates 

whom we’re hiring 

in increasing num-

bers. Our success 

with Scout has 

made me realize 

that many of the 

preferred vendors 

we were working 

with weren’t really 

delivering solid can-

didates in a timely 

manner.”

Senior Manager of  
Talent Acquisition


